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Abstract: 

                  In this paper, we propose a Generic video 
visual approach for find the best cluster video shots. 
It is one kind of categorization technique for 
classifying clusters. New Clusters Sequences 
generation or creation using local videos of sequence 
and global temporal videos sequences. Previously we 
discuss about relevance feedback, pseudo relevance 
feedback, Meta search strategy, Content based video 
retrieval are not provides better ranking features. 
Some kind’s videos are gets the wrong ranking 
features and wrong clusters also. These clusters are 
works as missing features clusters.  

                   Now we introduce perfect clusters 
creation with genetic algorithm. We take major input 
as a different or multiple numbers of modalities. Each 
and every model of genomes we recognize same like 
collects the different video of different genomes. It is 
good classification and categorization process. 
Classification works matrix based features selection 
from multiple modalities. It is the regroup and new 
video creation. New video contains good density and 
content features. This is optimal cluster creation.  

Keywords: Genetic algorithm, multiple modalities, 
segmentation, indexing features, classification, 
categorization.    

 

 

1 Introduction: 

                         Indexing is the new growing 
technology for arranges the new video features. 
Video search engines provide good and performance 
results with cross reference strategies.  

                         Present system shows the many 
number of issues whenever to play the single videos. 
We are detect the video features are very less under 
cluster creation. There is no perfect sequence of 
frames video generation. Users are gets the 
insufficient results. Previous techniques follow the 
local analysis of local histograms results only 
displayed as a output.  

                         Now we are discuss about the early 
fusion techniques in multiple modalities. Start the 
play of multiple videos and parallel computation 
design selects multiple shots from each and every 
video. Each and every video provides one kind of 
local sequences. Using from different number of 
multiple videos collect different kinds of local 
sequences. Combining of different local sequence 
generate the final sequence of optimal cluster with all 
features.  

                                  It can contains different kinds 
are available section(II) follows related work, 
section(III) follows analysis, section (IV) follows 
implementation, and section (V) follows results and 
discussion. 
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II Related Work: 

                           Previously in video search apply the 
technique of Relevance feedback. Initial video 
search user query contains the issues. User Query 
gets the results from video search database. Video 
search database display the results in user side. In 
total number of videos how many numbers of videos 
are relevant or irrelevant.  Now we are starts the 
collection of feedback from the users. Using user’s 
feedback applies the judgment process on different 
number of videos. Every time sorted the results in 
video search database environment. It’s not good 
judgment for retrieving the results. User’s demands 
are changes frequently that are why video search 
databases provide refinement process of results. 
Relevance Feedback categories as a positive and 
negative about the different kind of videos.  

                           Compare to Relevance feedback, 
probabilistic relevance feedback provides better 
results. Now we are discuss about PRF. We are 
adding the new technique as a Bayesian recognition 
process. In video search database applies Boolean 
indicator. Boolean indicator takes the decision 
making is this video is relevant or irrelevant. Boolean 
indicator filters the videos and provides less number 
of videos as a final results specification. But it is 
local search mechanism. It can collect less number of 
features only.  Through these kinds of results less 
number of dimensions of people are satisfied. Some 
of the people are not satisfied. This is the semi 
automated strategy results are displayed as a result.     

                         Compare previous two kinds of 
techniques to CBVR (Content Based Video 
Retrieval) provides the better results. It can find out 
the semantic features based results with color and 
object. CBVR classifies patterns of results identifies 
that is called as semantic features. It can show the 
training based results as a final results. Video playing 
time itself we are detect the necessary frames of 
results as a final results specification. Detection 
process starts based camera detection. Sometimes 

detection of camera contains some kinds of data as a 
unwanted data specification, because of that missing 
of some features of content process. CBVR provides 
as a approximate results identification with rough sets 
concepts implementation. These kinds of results are 
comes under rough clustering based results. We are 
apply in single database   

                       Next concept Meta search strategy 
provides multi databases of multiple search engine 
results are displayed as results. Every web search 
engine provides individual results. Different search 
are provides different kinds of modalities of results. 
In total number of results which one is the best 
results we are discuss under implementation. 

                      After some number days, different 
numbers of modalities results are displayed as a page 
rank representation. Ranking results are displayed as 
a using page rank algorithm or HITS algorithm 
(Hypertext Induced Topic Selection) 
implementation. Using users feedbacks and features 
based results are displayed as order format of results. 
No such model are not contains complete features. 
Every time changes the rank according to that 
provides the results as a reorder results. Every 
modality is independent modality. It’s totally 
provides as a local analysis results.  

Now we are starts the discussion about local analysis, 
global analysis provides complete features of results. 
Two types of analysis provide the results as a cluster 
features are results that is called as complete features 
of information.                       

  III. Analysis Part: Political System Architecture: 

                     We are starts similarity of different 
kinds of videos with automatic methods 
implementation. In two or more number of videos we 
are apply the Minimum Bounded Rectangle. It can 
collect the results of information as a DNA, RNA 
sequential based results. Different numbers of video 
features are folding and provide the results as a 
hierarchical features allocation. These features are 
collects from different number of coordinates with 
different kinds of videos. We are showing as a one 
new video with good clustering features. 
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Identification of exact features using the GPS 
technology. Using GPS identifies only unique 
features. All different kinds of video shots are 
collects and store inside the hash table. Duplicates 
frames are remove under the sequence of frames 
allocation process. Hash tables shows the results with 
high index based structure features.  Index based 
video sequences are arranges as a ontology based 
meaningful structures results. It is called one of the 
video mesh results. In each and every single video 
some of the frames are available as a piracy frames 
those things we are remove. All kinds of unwanted 
features of information we are remove and provides 
as a complete results specification process.  

 

Fig 1: Video Sequence Genome Identification in 
Three Different Videos 

                     Index features are displayed as 
necessary features identification. In different video 
collect the features as good visual features 
identification. 

IV. Similarity based Segmentation unit process: 

                      We are takes as a input like multiple 
videos. Using multiple videos collect the features and 
provides as a meaningful features. Each and every 
video of sequence of frames contains some features 
related to users. User features of information is 
available in multiple videos in multiple sequence of 
videos. In multiple video sequence of frames 

identifies the frames ids related to user query. These 
kinds of all related frames ids are arranges as a 
hierahical features as a framework content 
specification process. These kinds of features of 
information content to semantic content. User 
expected features all things are avialable as a cluster 
features of information. Unnecessary features of 
frames we are remove from multiple videos. 
Necessary features of information are displayed as a 
new cluster video. This is output content particular 
experiment process. It can follows different kinds of 
steps. 
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Fig 2: Total Architecture of multimodel freatures 
identification 

                       4.1 Generic Clusters creation with 
video shot detection:  

                     Once play different kinds of videos. In 
motion video shots according to user query which 
video shot necessary findout and store in 
preprocessing database. Same like that different 
videos of different preprocessing video shots of 
database we are create here at first. These kind of 
results are identifies with pattern recognition using 
machine learning techniques. Then one more time 
apply the post processing mechanism and generate 
the new generic video creation process.    

4.2 Dynamic Clusters creation with integration 
approach implementation: 

                     Whatever first generated clusters are not 
identifies the features exactly user expected 
information. Machine learning approach implements 
the three different kinds of properties are autonomy, 
adaptability, and mobility. We are apply different 
number of times as a prototypes implementation 
process. Prototype approach increases fitness value 
under the new cluster generation.  

                    This approaches represents based on 
chromosomes implementation. Each and every 
cluster of related chromosomes identifies and 
generates the one DNA sequence. This is small 
sequence specification process. Now we are collects 
different DNA sequences from multiple videos. We 
are generate the one kind of long sequence generation 
with complete features as a RNA, tRNA, mRNA etc. 
Each and every cluster communicate with another 
cluster using some kinds of interfaces 
implementation. It can provides the results as a 
highly quality videos generation. 

                  One DNA sequence treated as a one local 
structure of video. We are starts the global structures 
features identification with communication different 
kinds of local structures. Global structure features  
framework contains good fitness results.  

                Parallel to motion the different videos with 
different structures. Parallelley identifies the shot 
detection from different number of local videos 
structures. Necessary features collect from different 
videos with different clusters of videos. After 
completion of process and provides mutation results 
of videos.   

4.3 Early Fusion Technique for Creation New 
Video Genome Sequence 

                We are implement some kinds of good 
folding techniques with genetic algorithm based 
working process. Using different kinds of multiple 
modalities identifies the unique features space of 
content identification. All the unique feature space of 
contents combines and generate one final single 
video decision environment process. Early fusion 
process works based on decision making process. 
Every things depends on machine learning concept 
and support vector machine based decision things. It 
is one kind of good intelligence mechanism for 
recognize the errors environment process. New 
creation video generation uses the state of the art 
techniques. It can recognize the label based design 
process. Number of videos are increases under 
filtering automaitcally memory also increases under 
implementation in processing. Filtering applies 
multiple types for getting the authentication frames of 
content. It can design as a robust design for 
identification of results.  

4.4. C5.0 Classification    

               In total Number of videos collect nearest 
features and arrages the final results as a decision tree 
based application process. It can identifies the exact 
features of cluster from related number of clusters. 

4. Implementation of Cross Reference Strategies 
with PCA: 

                         In number of selection videos apply 
the PCA (principle Component analysis). PCA starts 
the prediction process from multiple numbers of 
videos. Parallel motion of multiple videos converts as 
a matrices with different coordinates of frames. 
Parallel matrices communication we are specifying 
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under implementation process. Apply the matrix 
multiplication process for converting the one new 
video process.    

 

Fig 3: Matrix conversion of multiple videos 

                           Matrix multiplication works as a 
multi round interactive process chain environment. It 
can solve based on variables selection process. 
Variables are contains the values. Initial values are 
generating the cluster we are not gets any feasible 
cluster. Modifies cluster values and provides best and 
feasible and optimal cluster.  

V. Results and Discussions: 

                      According to previous survey in 1000 
number of videos collect cluster features. It can 
contain some kinds of features of frames as noisy and 
redundant frames. Using parallel computing of 
different videos with PCA provides better prediction 
analysis process. PCA with cross reference strategies 
works based on best cluster features identifies. It can 
works as a parallel computation video and generate 
new video with optimal cluster features. Search 
process also takes fewer amounts with PCA. It is 
high, quality and performance solution.  

VI. CONCLUSION: 

            Methodology of video shot clusters creation 
management with parallel computation process. 
Different clusters are created then we are identifies 
the best and optimal cluster identification. In each 
and every cluster verifies for identification of best 

features with PCA. PCA works based on sensor and 
temporal identification shots. Using multi round 
interactive environment process indentifies the best 
cluster creation. This is high ranked with high 
features. We are place as a matrix multiplication 
environment process.  

Future work we works different kinds of advanced 
computational techniques. 
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